


        
    






Contact us to schedule an appointment

CONTACT US: (062) 987 6453











Contact us to schedule an appointment
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For any enquiries or quotes. Leave a message and we'll get back to you shortly.
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Crafting your


perfect smile.



No matter what your dental needs,


we strive to provide you with unparalleled care.













Leading General & Cosmetic Dentist in Durban








Redefine Dental is an innovative, solution-driven group of dental practices. Our priority is patient care - providing creative, customised treatment plans that produce phenomenal results.
















Dr. Nikhael

Tularam



Dr. Nikhael Tularam has been a leading Rehabilitative Dentist in Durban for over 10 Years.








“I aim to create and construct beautiful smiles by combining seriously clever technology with evidence-based research and protocols.”
.



Find out more










Dr. Saijal Hariparsad

Tularam



Dr Saijal Hariparsad Tularam is deeply passionate about helping people, which is why dentistry came to her so naturally.








Dr Saijal Hariparsad Tularam is deeply passionate about helping people, which is why dentistry came to her so naturally. The ability to transform a patient's smile and watch them blossom with self-esteem and confidence is the reason she dedicates her life to the craft.
.



Find out more




















Emax Crowns




What are Emax Crowns?


Emax crowns are a welcomed advancement to the dental restoration world. Emax is a ceramic material made from lithium disilicate, which has been engineered to be more natural-looking, durable and comfortable. They also weigh less than traditional crowns and are thinner, so we can save more of your natural tooth during the restoration process.


> Find out more
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Slow Dentistry





Slow Dentistry is an innovative approach to Dentistry, which aims to raise the standard of care throughout the industry. As Slow Dentistry practitioners, we're committed to giving our patients the highest level of care possible.




To this end, we strictly adhere to the protocols and practices which ensure patients safety.











Things you should consider when choosing a cosmetic dentist in Kwazulu-Natal:







#1


Patient Experience








Our primary objective is to give our patients the best possible dental experience while achieving the best possible results.




From the moment you set foot in our practice, your comfort becomes our sole focus. Our entire practice has been designed to provide you with an elevated dental experience - no harsh lights, loud noises or medicinal aromas. Instead, you'll be treated to a spa-like environment.













#2


Member of Slow Dentistry








Your cosmetic dentist should be a member of Slow Dentistry and the South African Academy of Aesthetic Dentistry. This ensures that your dentist embraces the latest and best cosmetic dentistry techniques as well as the safest dental protocols for patient care.













#3


Scope of Service








Some dentists offer only a few services, such as the popular veneers or dental implants procedures. At Redefine Dental our goal is to provide comprehensive rehabilitative dentistry. We ensure that our dentists are able to successfully and skillfully perform any dental procedure, from implants and veneers, to teeth whitening and full mouth reconstructions.




Redefine Dental offers all these services and more













#4


Personal Consultation








You should feel confident and comfortable with the dentist you choose to work on your smile. A personal consultation with a dentist, where you can go over what you need and how they can help you, is the best way to determine if you have chosen the right cosmetic dentist.




Redefine Dental is an innovative, solution-driven group of dental practices. Our priority is patient care - providing creative, customised treatment plans that produce phenomenal results.






















Philips ZOOM! Teeth Whitening




Teeth whitening is one of our most popular cosmetic treatments. It provides a spectacular boost to the smile, whether you're looking for a quick booster for a social or professional event or as part of your regular cosmetic routine. Our safe and affordable procedure uses the Philips ZOOM! Teeth Whitening system to provide optimal results in a short amount of time.



Find out more about our Teeth Whitening service or book your appointment today!










State-of-the-Art

Dental Spa



Redefine Dental






At Redefine Dental we have designed our dental practice to feel more like a home than a dental office.





From the moment you set foot in our practice, your comfort becomes our sole focus. Our entire practice has been designed to provide you with an elevated dental experience - no harsh lights, loud noises or medicinal aromas.



Instead, you'll be treated to a spa-like environment. We've designed everything from the decor to the entertainment to create a calm, relaxing atmosphere. Plush blankets, dreamy neck pillows, new earphones, relaxing essential oils, soft lighting and Netflix on-demand - these are just a few of the amenities we've curated to offer you a comfortable, luxurious experience. We want our practice to become a place of solace for anyone visiting.



Our patient-centred focus doesn't end there. Every practitioner at Redefine Dental has a wealth of knowledge and experience. Our practitioners are highly trained, attentive, engaging and detail-oriented - a combination of skills which offers patients accurate diagnosis, carefully tailored strategies, precision treatments and spectacular outcomes.



If you're looking for a truly patient-centred dental practice - a practice that focuses on your overall comfort, health and wellness, while practising advanced, precision dentistry with a highly skilled and experienced team - contact Redefine Dental today. Dentistry is evolving - and we're breaking the mould.
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SIGN UP FOR HEALTH TIPS AND MORE!
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